
Versatile Design

Natural Therapy

Adjustable Temperature

Reusable and Durable

Safe and Convenient

Wheatty Bag

Natural Wheat Bags are 100%
cotton bags, filled with a natural
wheat grain. They can be heated in
the microwave or cooled in the
freezer and are then applied to the
body wherever therapy or comfort
is needed. Natural Wheat Bags are
an excellent method of natural
pain relief. The individual grains
have a unique cellular structure
which allows them to heat quickly
but release the warmth slowly
over an extended period of time.

PAIN RELIEF
THERAPY

Improved Treatment Outcomes

Enhanced Patient Comfort

Time-Saving Solution

Special Offer for Physiotherapists

Patient Satisfaction

As a  physiotherapist, you
understand the importance of
offering your patients effective
pain relief and promoting faster
recovery. We at Shenaro Lifestyle
believe our all-natural wheat bags
can be a valuable addition to your
treatment plan.

BENEFITS FOR 

Physiotherapists

Physiotherapists can enjoy
exclusive savings on Shenaro
Wheat Bags. Don't miss out,
contact us today!

www.shenaro.com



www.shenaro.com
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HOT & COLD PAIN
RELIEF THERAPY1

Our Wheatty Bags are rectangular in shape, measuring 29
cm x 24 cm in size, thus providing full coverage with its
unique, contouring style reaching hardest-to-reach neck,
shoulder, and back pain.

FULL COVERAGE with
ERGONOMIC DESIGNING

Bag heats in the microwave to a calming, soothing
temperature for beneficial heat therapy. For cold
therapy, leave it in the freezer.

INSULATED &
PROTECTIVE

Our Wheatty Bags are made with high-quality ensuring
your safety at all times. It is protected by thick Cotton or
Luxurious Velvet material providing insulation while
protecting your skin.

REUSABLE & EASY-TO-CLEAN
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A wonderful & relaxing fragrance of lavender
flower buds from France, while soothing pain away
and your muscles feel absolutely relaxed.

SPILL-PROOF, BURN-
FREE COMFORT

AROMATHERAPY

No risk of spillage; No stiff hot water bottle
stopper or getting burnt from a hot water
bottle that is too tight.

PREMIUM
QUALITY

Each hot therapy heating pad is made right here in our
India using the finest materials available. Our pain pad
features super sturdy cotton on one side that gently hugs
your skin and provides you with calming heat while the
cotton on the other side can be used for extra heat
retention.

From the filling to the cover, we designed every detail to
stand up to heavy; repeated use to stand the test of time.
To clean remove the outer cover which is washable.
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GET IN TOUCH

About
Us
Since our establishment in 2009,
Wheatty Bags has been dedicated to
bringing relief to individuals across India
and beyond. With a commitment to
quality and innovation, we have become
pioneers in the field of wheat bags,
introducing them to the Indian market
and revolutionizing the way people
experience natural pain relief.

www.shenaro.com Since 2009+91 9810308312


